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Joseph R. Lyle
4510 Sandy Flat Rd.
Taylors, SC 29687
864-895-7191
April 1, 2005
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To Chief, Rules and Directives Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:
Having read a recent article in the Sierra Club newspaper, I feel compelled to write to
you and comment on the future of nuclear power.
I am an extremely active outdoor enthusiast and I love to be outside and enjoy all of
the-beauty. I will hug trees and kiss bunnies with the best of the Sierra Club. I am

also bothered by all of the air pollution from electrical generating plants and
automotive exhaust.

Therefore I am a 1000% supporter of nuclear power! I do not understand
how France, The Netherlands, China and many other countries can have a very
successful and safe nuclear industry and the Sierra Club can claim that this is not a
safe technology! Our own nuclear navy is very active and safe! In my humble
professional opinion the Sierra Club will whine about solar power because it takes
sunshine away from plants and trees!
So let it be known that in every possible way I, and so many others that I share the
wonderful natural world with, support nuclear power, the building of iluclear power
plants and thefitture of nuclear power. I look forward to getting my electricity from

plants like the future ones on Lake Anna.

THANK YOU for your attention to my comments and support of your efforts!
Thanks to your efforts I look forward to avery successful future ofinuclearpower in

America!
As always, I remain ....
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Nils J. Diaz, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Glen Besa
Sierra Club
glen.besagsierraclub.org

Thomas E. Capps, CEO
Dominion Resources
120 Tredegar St.
Richmond, VA 23219

